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JOSÉ BARROS NAVEGANTE
The group was created in 1992 by José Barros as his own personal project, and its history has
been closely tied up with the subsequent career of its leader and founder.
José Barros and Navegante may be said to have emerged from a background which included the
founding of Baga de Milho (1983/86 – four years and one CD), and of Romanças (six years and
two CDs), and collaboration with Ronda dos Quatro Cantos between 1991 and 1994 (participation
in the CD Live at São Luís).
José Barros and Navegante brought on board figures such as Rui Júnior, Carlos Passos, Jorge Cruz,
José Martins and Quim Correia, all with established reputations in the fields of pop, classical music
and jazz.
José Barros has long-established links with Portuguese folk music, as witnessed by an impressive
career of recordings and performances throughout Portugal and abroad since 1983, with groups
which he founded himself (Bago de Milho, Romanças). The specific sound he has created with
Navegante is immediately identifiable as Portuguese and particularly associated with the group,
thanks also to the many other musicians who have worked with José Barros on this project.
In 1998 the group was joined by Vasco Sousa and João Luís Lobo, together with Hugo Tapadas,
Miguel Catalão and Miguel Tapadas, coinciding with the recording of the Navegante’s third,
fourth and fift CD.
Today, they are: José Barros,voice, braguesa, cavaquinho, adufe, guitars, bandolim;
Carlos
SantaClara, violin; Vasco Sousa, bass; Abel Batista ,drums and percussion; Miguel Tapadas,
piano and accordion, that’s make up the group in its live performances and recordings.

THE MUSIC OF JOSÉ BARROS E NAVEGANTE
Navegante seeks to create, or recreate, the traditional music of Portugal, with respect for its
roots in the recent past, but at the same time without forgetting the present.
Despite being a small country, Portugal’s musical traditions vary greatly from region to region, a
fact which has left a strong mark on our work, including on our original compositions, which have
absorbed more or less traditional influences from a variety of regional sources.
Although all the members Navegante are city dwellers, living in thoroughly modern and urban
surroundings, they share a passionate interest in searching for the authentic soul of Portuguese
music (and whatever this may, or may not, mean). A search as endless as it is fascinating.
The use of traditional Portuguese instruments is one of the group’s priorities, and our
compositions and arrangements are designed to exploit their individual sounds and potential.
Various traditional types of guitar (the viola braguesa, cavaquinho and bandolim) together with
fiddles, bagpipes and traditional percussion instruments are all given a role in our music, always
in conjunction with contemporary instruments – piano or synthesizer, drums, bass or bass guitar.
The singing voice has always been fundamental to Portuguese folk music, and its immediacy and
spontaneity are also essential to Navegante’s work. We have sought to be faithful to the genuine
modal tradition, handed down through generations.
Portuguese folk music is generally spirited and lively, but there is also space for religious and
working songs, love songs and satirical verses, blending the colours and sounds of the group itself
in its recordings and live performances.
Navegante’s music could be described as happy or sad, lovesick or satirical, contemporary or
traditional….
Music which is thoroughly Portuguese.

(José Barros – CV)
Born in Lisbon in 1960.
He learned the guitar at a very young age and has played in public throughout Portugal since 1976.
He started to interest himself in traditional Portuguese instruments in around 1980. As well as
occupying himself with string instruments such as the cavaquinho, viola braguesa, bandolim, viola
campaniça, viola beiroa and the viola da terra, amongst others, he also started to develop a taste
for traditional folksong.
He studied at the Juventude Musical Portuguesa, the Hot Clube jazz school and the Academia dos
Amadores de Música de Lisboa, where he is currently completing the course in musical education,
and vocal studies.
He was one of the founders in 1983 of BAGO DE MILHO (with concerts throughout Portugal,
Spain and Mozambique, etc.), recording his first record.
In 1986 he founded ROMANÇAS, with whom he made two recordings: ROMANÇAS (1988) and
MONTE DA LUA (1991).
With the group he took part in tours of Spain, Canada, France, Ireland, England, etc..
Since 1991 he has worked with Rui Vaz, and together they have performed traditional songs from
the Alentejo, accompanied by the viola campaniça. The resulting performance – CANTESUL –
has been staged in Portugal and abroad, and the 1st recording will go on sale later this year.
Between 1991 and 1994 he worked with the Portuguese golk group RONDA DOS QUATRO
CANTOS, recording a CD with them in 1993, AO VIVO NO SÃO LUÍS. He has also made
recordings with Rão Kyão and Isabel Silvestre (live performances between 1998 and 2000, Expo
’98 in Lisbon, for example).
He is in charge of the TRINADO project, designed to encourage interest in traditional string
instruments, making presentations at primary and secondary schools whenever possible. Work is
currently proceeding on setting up a band of cavaquinhos.
Since 1992, founder and manager of the group JOSÉ BARROS and NAVEGANTE, responsible
for their compositions, adaptations and arrangements. They have made the following recordings:
NAVEGANTE (1994), CANTIGAS PARTINDO-SE (1997), NÃO HÁ HERÓIS (1999) and
RIMANCES (2001), VIVOS.E AO VIVO (2003), MEU BEM MEU MAL (2008), CANTIGAS
TRAD. PORT. DE NATAL E JANEIRAS (2009), CANTARES DO POVO PORTUGUÊS (2012
DVD)., À’BALADIÇA (2018), 25 ANOS (2021 – book).
Musical director in Festival 7Sois7Luas: 2011, Project-7SoisMedKriolOrkestra; 2014, ProjectMazagão/LuasOrkestra; 2017, Project Jeunesse 7Sois; 2018, Project Cunfrontos/SeteLuas.

Discography

José Barros NAVEGANTE

Navegante

1997 Editado por Movieplay

Cantigas Partindo-se

1998 Ed. autor/Dist. Ovação

Não Há Herois

1999 Editado por Lusogram

Rimances

2001 Ed. Autor / Dist. Ovação em Portugal

Rimances

2002 Ed.Autor./Dist.L’EmpreinteDigitale

Vivos.E Ao Vivo

2003 Ed. Autor / Dist. Ocarina

Mar Eterno

2006 Ed. Autor / Dist. Ocarina

Meu Bem Meu Mal

2008 Ed. Autor / Dist. Tradisom

Cantigas Trad. Port.
de Natal e Janeiras

2009 Edição de autor / jornal Publico

Cantares do
Povo Português (DVD)

2012 Ed. Autor / Dist. Ocarina

À’Baladiça

2018 Ed. Autor / Dist. Tradisom

25 Anos
(Book/DoubleDisc)

2021 Ed. Autor / Dist. Sons Vadios

Discography José Barros ( other projects )

Romanças

1987

Edicão Discossete

Romanças
Monte da Lua

1991

Edicão Ovação

4uatroAoSul

2010

7SoisMedKriolOrkestra

Mazagão.7LuasOrkestra

Edicão Ovação

2012

2015

Edicão Ovação

Edicão Ovação
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